Using a variational method, a new model of the nonlinear propagation of optical solitons generated from semiconductor lasers through a lossy elliptically low birefringent fiber, is presented within the framework of a system of coupled nonlinear Schroedinger (CNLS) equations. This model demonstrates polarized soliton oscillations in a lossy elliptically low birefringent fiber.
Introduction
It has been recently recognized that optical solitons present a unique opportunity for performing a range of all-optical processing functions in fibers. This observation was based upon the fact that, even in nonlinear fiber systems that have no exact solitons, an injected soliton like pulse displays a degree of phase coherence over the whole pulse, meaning thereby that it would be possible to process an individual soliton bit. These prospects motivate important research efforts towards the development of models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] describing soliton propagation in birefingent optical fibers under different conditions. In this communication, and adiabatic approach has been followed, using a time-averaged variational principle [8] for the first time, to describe polarization dynamics of frequency chirped solitons in a lossy elliptically low birefringent optical fiber.
Model
The soliton propagation in a low birefringent optical fiber is described by the following coupled nonlinear Schroedinger (CNLS) equations [1, 4] : u and v are the normalized amplitudes of the fast and slow modes, respectively, t is the time coordinate in a frame moving with the average group velocity of the two modes measured in units of the modulational wavelength, z is the distance along the propagation direction, <5 is the normalized birefringence, e denotes the relative strength of the cross-phase modulation, R is the wave vector mismatch due to modal birefringence of the fiber, and y denotes the losses in the fiber. The oscillating or coherence terms appearing in (1) arise from nonlinear polarization and are responsible for the polarization instability in low birefringence fibers in which the slowly moving partial pulse transfers energy to the fast moving partial pulse. In the case of a single nonlinear Schroedinger equation, modulational instability gain occurs only in the anomalous group-velocity dispersion regime. However, when birefringence is added to the phase matching condition there can also be cross-modulational instability in the normal dispersion regime. Modulational instability can be considered as a parametric four-wave mixing process in which the nonlinearity explicitly enters the phase-matching condition. Using the following transformation [5] Is P = .
( 
where
The soliton solutions of (3), using a variational method, are based upon the trial function [5] 
and fl = -(l + i4-5).
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Since losses in the fiber lead to exponential decrease of soliton amplitude, one can use the transformation p -> p'e~n and q -» and write (2) 
where p' = , p,' = , and so on.
describing the temporal form of the pulses. The evolution parameters T] r , £ r , V r and D r (r= 1,2 correspond to p and q solitons, respectively), and C represent the amplitude, central position, velocity of solution's central position as it propagates along the fiber, phase, and initial frequency chirp of the solution, respectively. Substitution of (5) into the Lagrangian density (4) and using Euler-Lagrange equations give rise to the following system of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the evolution of soliton parameters: Also, from g = 2 £ 2 ) and using (7), (10) 
The above integrals are evaluated for nearly equal pulse The frequency cu of relative oscillations of soliton positions is given by
The oscillatory behavior of solitons in nonintegrable dynamical systems leads to the radiation of a small amplitude wave by the solitons during their propagation through the lossy low birefringent fiber. The intensity of radiation will be proportional to the amplitude of the oscillations. The energy of the soliton will, therefore, decrease as it propagates in a lossy elliptically low birefringent optical fiber.
Conclusions
Admittedly, this model of chirped soliton dynamics demonstrating polarized soliton dynamics in a lossy low birefringent fiber is simplified in order to get some physical insight. Then, by insisting on preserving simplicity at the expense of quantitative accuracy, the frequency of relative oscillations of soliton positions has been obtained, taking into account the interaction between different polarizations in a lossy elliptically low birefringent fiber. If more precision is desired, then one has to include radiation effects into this analytical formulation. This may be particularly important when long propagation distances are considered.
